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Particle interactions in colloidal aggregation by Brownian dynamics simulation
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We perform a Brownian dynamics simulation for describing the first stages of cluster formation. Special
attention has been paid to systems composed of particles of opposite charges. Results are compared with light
scattering experiments, obtaining a very good agreement, which validates the simulation model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal particle aggregation has proven to be reasona
well described by the von Smoluchowski kinetics based
mean field approximations@1–4#. However, when some
asymmetries are introduced in the system such as size p
dispersity or differences in particle charges, the descrip
becomes more complex. Dissimilar particle aggregation p
cesses are referred to as heteroaggregation. Special atte
is focused on the aggregation of particles bearing oppo
charge sign@5–10#.

Simulation based on the control of particle sticking rep
duces fairly well the diffusion limited aggregation for whic
the probability is one, and the reaction velocity is only d
termined by the diffusion of particles. Also, reaction limite
processes are properly described with sticking probabili
lower than one@11–13#. In the case of heteroaggregatio
models based on sticking probabilities cannot be used
describing reactions that may be faster than diffusion c
trolled, due to attraction between particles. In this sen
simulation based on a direct calculation of the interactio
must be employed. This fact encourages the use of Brow
dynamics as the most appropriate model for simulating s
situations. Brownian dynamics has been successfully
plyed recently for systems where the particle interactio
play a determinant role@14–16#.

In this work, heteroaggregation of particles with oppos
charges has been studied at short aggregation times
which only dimer formation is occurring. A particle-partic
Brownian dynamics simulation has been performed. A cro
over between processes dominated by attraction force
diffusion controlled aggregations was found. Acceptable
sults were obtained, as comparison with light scattering
periment demonstrates.

II. THEORY

The interaction of a spherical Brownian particle with t
solvent molecules can be separated into two parts@17#: ~i!

a rapidly varying forcefW(t) resulting from random collisions
of the solvent molecules with the particle, and~ii ! a frictional

force FW f due to systematic collisions with the solvent mo

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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ecules as the particle moves, which depends on the par
velocity. Therefore, the resulting Newton’s equation gove
ing the particle motion is

dpW

dt
52FW f1 fW , ~1!

which is known as the Langevin equation. For low Reyno
number, the friction force is described by Stokes’ law:

FW f~pW !56pahvW 5g
pW

M
, ~2!

whereh is the medium viscosity,g is the friction coefficient,
and a the particle radius. Nevertheless, for the fluctuati

force fW(t), there is no expression available. Only, som
properties are known: its temporal average is zero, and itd
correlated:

^ fW~ t !&50 ^ fW~ t ! fW~ t8!&5G% d~ t2t8!, ~3!

whereG% is a constant 333 dimensional tensor, referred t
as the fluctuation strength.

Equation~1! can be solved both inpW (t) andrW(t). The use
of these solutions within Chandrasekhar’s theorem for r
dom path @17,18#, allows the probability density function
~PDF!, to be evaluated. This provides the probability of fin

ing the particle at positionrW, in time t, given that it was inrW0
at time t0 :

P~rW,turW0 ,t0!5
1

~4pD0Dt !3/2expH 2

UrW2rW02
pW 0

g
U2

4D0Dt
J ,

~4!

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient, defined asD0
5kBT/6pha, with kB the Boltzmann constant andT the
temperature. This PDF is Gaussian shaped, with the m
mum located at the position the particle would take in a
sence of diffusion.

The time scale has to be larger than the interaction
tween the Brownian particle and the solvent molecules ti
scale, to validate features in Eq.~3!. The smallest time scale
on which the above conditions can be applied is referred
as the Fokker-Planck time scale,tFP. On the other hand, the
1943 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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momentum of the particle relaxes to zero on a time sc
larger thanM /g;1029 s; and thus recovers equilibrium wit
the solvent molecules. Therefore, the time scale we are
terested in, which is much larger than the Fokker-Plan
time scale, and also larger thanM /g, will be referred to as
diffusive or Brownian time scaletD . Thus, the ordering of
time scales is

tsolvent!tFP!M /g!tD .

Since the particle momentum relaxes to zero, the co
sponding term in Eq.~4! can be eliminated, resulting in

P~rW,turW0 ,t0!5
1

~4pD0Dt !3/2expH 2
urW2rW0u2

4D0Dt J . ~5!

When external forcesFW ext act on the particle, a new term
must be included in the Langevin equation:

dpW

dt
52FW f~pW !1 fW~ t !1FW ext. ~6!

This equation is solvable, for constantFW ext and using Eqs.
~2! and ~3!. Finally, the PDF in the diffusive time scale is

P~rW,turW0 ,t0!5
1

~4pD0Dt !3/2expH 2

UrW2rW02
FW ext

g
DtU2

4D0Dt
J .

~7!

III. MODEL

Using Eq.~7!, a random path for a particle submitted
an external field is performed. The new particle position a
a small time,Dt, will be considered as initial position for th
next step, this procedure being repeated for every step
Box-Muller algorithm has been employed to generate r
dom numbers according to a Gaussian distribution@19,20#.

Interactions between particles have to be taken into
count by means of the force exerted on one particle. Ho
ever, forces are not constant, since they depend on the i
particle distance. This requirement in the evaluation of
~7! can be overcome by considering a sufficiently small ti
step, Dt, for which position changes are not excessive
large and the force may be considered as constant. T
application of Eq.~7! must be restricted to small time step
but larger thanM /g as discussed in the previous section.

In this work, the interaction force between particles h
been obtained by superposition of London–van der Wa
attraction and electrostatic interaction, as proposed by D
jaguin and Landau@21# and Verwey and Overbeek@22#
~DLVO theory!. The expressions derived by Hogg, Hea
and Fuerstenau~HHF! @23# for those interactions, corre
sponding to dissimilar particles have been used:

VA~r !52
A

6 H 2a1a2

r 22~a11a2!2 1
2a1a2

r 22~a12a2!2

1 ln
r 22~a11a2!2

r 22~a12a2!2J , ~8!
le
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VE~r !5ep
a1a2

a11a2
$~c011c02!

2 ln~11e2k~r 2a12a2!!

1~c012c02!
2 ln~12e2k~r 2a12a2!!%. ~9!

a1 anda2 are the particle radii,c01 andc02 are the surface
potentials,r is the center to center distance, andk is the
Debye reciprocal length, which depends on the solvent io
concentration.

The encounter probability between a Brownian parti
and a fixed one is evaluated by simple counting after rand
paths were performed. When no encounter is detected
reasonable time, the random path generation is forced
stop. In order to set this limiting time,t inf , the occurrence of
a collision was studied as a function of the aggregation tim
Figure 1 shows a typical cumulative frequency graph, n
malized to the total amount of random walks, generated
ing a time step of 231024 s. It can be observed that almo
all of the encounters take place in the first half-seco
Therefore, in our simulations, we will use a step of
31024 s and at inf52 s.

IV. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Two polymer latexes, with opposite sign surface cha
densities have been used as colloidal systems. Negative
positive particles with similar sizes were synthesized as
scribed in@24# and @25#, respectively. Similarity in particle
size makes interpretation of light scattering data easier
allows the use of simplifications for the HHF potentials. O
the other hand, particle surface chemical groups produc
pH-dependent charge density that will be exploited to
similar electrical potentials on the particle surfaces. Tab
shows the size and the critical coagulation concentrati
~CCC! for both latexes. Since the CCC indicates the low
ionic concentration that completely screens the part
charge, it has been widely used as a measure of the su
electric potentials. Similar CCC’s were obtained for pH 4
Under these conditions the systems have similar particle
and stability, concluding that the surface electrical potent

FIG. 1. Cummulative frequency plot of collision vs time. Initia
distance: 500 nm. Average over 5000 random walks. No inte
tion between particles.Dt5231024 s.
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PRE 59 1945PARTICLE INTERACTIONS IN COLLOIDAL . . .
are also similar~in absolute value!.
Nonstandard use of a Malvern 4700 light scattering

strument has been made for monitoring aggregation p
cesses. Slight modifications were performed for proper
tection of the scattered intensity at short aggregation tim
from where the kinetic constants were determined. Spe
care was taken for increasing the amount of low dispers
data, which guarantees a proper measurement of such
stants from the intensity-time curves.

Aggregations were carried out at an initial particle co
centration ofN0523109 cm23 at (25.060.1) °C. NaCl was
used as 1:1 electrolyte for particle charge screening.

In homoaggregation, the dimer formation rate consta
kdim was obtained from the initial slope by means of@26#

1

I ~q,0! S dI~q,t !

dt D
t→0

5S I 2~q!

2I 1~q!
21D kdimN0 , ~10!

whereI n is the intensity scattered by an-mer, whereq is the
scattering vector,q54p/l sinu/2, with l the wavelength in
the dispersive medium, andu the scattering angle. Within th
Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation, the optical fac
I 2(q)/@2I 1(q)#, is given by@27#

I 2~q!

2I 1~q!
511

sin 2qa

2qa
,

wherea is the primary particle radius.
For heteroaggregation, Eq.~10! can be also employed t

determine the rate constants, since the particles have
same radii. In this case,kdim accounts for the three bas
reactions: homocoagulation of each system and the pure
eroaggregation reaction. In order to obtain the contribution
dimer formation only from heteroaggregation, the followin
expression, developed by Hogg, Healy, and Fuerstenau@23#
was used:

kdim5n1
2k111n2

2k2212n1n2k12, ~11!

whereni is the fraction of particles of typei and ki j is the
dimer formation rate constant for the reaction between p
ticles of typesi and j.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Aggregation is the result of a competition between p
ticle diffusion and the interaction thereof. Thus, two limitin
behaviors become apparent when any of them domin
over the other, resulting in an aggregation totally control
by diffusion of particles or a process mainly dominated
the interaction. By modifying the interaction between p
ticles, the balance between these two limiting cases ma
controlled.

TABLE I. Particle sizes and critical coagulation concentrati
of both latexes at different pH’s.

Name D ~nm!a CCC ~pH 11! CCC ~pH 4.5! CCC ~pH 3.5!

AM3 18767 700630 mM 185625 mM ,10 mM
MP3 18569 142621 mM 213624 mM 209617 mM

aDetermined by transmission electron microscopy.
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In this paper, the effect of strength and the range of
interaction on the aggregation probability will be studie
Two different electrical interactions, an attractive and a
pulsive one, are used. Thus, homoaggregation and heter
gregation processes are tackled. The encounter probab
neff /ntot , whereneff is the number of encounters andntot is
the total number of random paths, has been used to s
aggregation. In Fig. 2, the encounter probability is plotted
a function of the initial center to center distance for differe
values of the reciprocal Debye lengthk. By varying k, the
strength of the interaction is controlled. In this simulatio
both particles have the same radius and surface poten
corresponding to a homocoagulation process. It should
noted that, in every case, the probability increases with
creasing distance. For the lowestk, the process is totally
dominated by repulsive forces, and so the system is c
pletely stable. Ask rises the interaction is screened and d
fusion becomes more and more relevant, until the proces
limited by diffusion @diffusion limited aggregation,~DLA !#.
In this case, the value ofk has no effect~solid line in plot!.

FIG. 3. Effect of initial distance andk in heteroaggregation.k
51027 m21 ~j!, k553107 m21 ~l!, k5108 m21 ~s!, k52.5
3108 m21 ~3!, andk5109 m21 ~h!. Full line represents the value
for DLA.

FIG. 2. Effect of initial distance andk in homoaggregation.k
553107 m21 ~l!, k5108 m21 ~s!, k52.53108 m21 ~3! andk
5109 m21 ~h!. Full line represents the values for DLA.
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On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows results for heteroag
gation. For this purpose, two particles with similar radius b
opposite surface electrical potential were considered. In c
trast to homoaggregation, the attractive interaction
screened ask rises, until diffusion plays the dominant role.
is interesting to point out that when the particles come clo
than a critical distance, aggregation is guaranteed. The u
curve in Fig. 3, corresponding to the lowestk, shows this
feature. The encounter probability remains constant
equal to one, up to a certain value, beyond which it deca
This critical distance can be interpreted as a measure o
competition between diffusion and attraction. This fact c
be confirmed in Fig. 3, where the critical distance reduces
increasingk ~which implies attraction screening!. In the limit
k→0 the critical distance tends to infinity, and an attracti
limited aggregation regime~ALA ! could be defined. In this
sense, heteroaggregation curves appearing in Fig. 3, ar
terpreted as intermediate regimes between DLA and ALA

In order to study the crossing from ALA to DLA, th
encounter probabilities were calculated as a function of
Debye reciprocal length~Fig. 4!. Furthermore, this plot will
be compared with experimental results. For homoaggre
tion the system is highly stable for lowk, and tends to DLA
ask rises. In contrast, for heteroaggregation, processes fa
than DLA are found. At low ionic concentration, the pro
ability tends to 1, where all trials are effective~ALA !, and
slows down ask increases. Therefore, the aggregati
mechanism crosses from ALA to DLA. Furthermore, t
DLA limit is reached for a lowerk value than in homoag
gregation. These trends are observed independently of

FIG. 4. Comparison of the effect ofk in homocoagulation
~d,l! and heterocoagulation~s,L!. Initial particle to particle dis-
tance: 500 nm. Full line represents the DLA value, foruf1u
5uf2u515 mV ~d,s! and uf1u5uf2u5100 mV ~l,L!.
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surface potentials used in simulations~Fig. 4!, which indi-
cates that the results are only related to the nature of
interactions.

Experiments were performed for testing these findin
Experimental conditions were set to ensure similar surf
potentials, to be compared with simulations. The doublet f
mation rate constants were determined for homoaggregat
and heteroaggregations by static light scattering, as descr
in Sec. IV. Figure 5 shows the kinetic constant for differe
values ofk. At high salt concentration both homo and he
eroaggregation tend to the same value, which is typical
DLA @4#. As electrolyte concentration decreases, homo
gregation becomes slower and slower, until the system
stable. In contrast, for heterocoagulation the process sp
up as salt concentration is decreased, reaching values fo
kinetic constant several times larger than the DLA valu
These results are in good agreement with those reporte
literature at very low salt concentrations@7,8,10#. Thus, the
transition from processes controlled by attraction forces
diffusive aggregation has been experimentally accessed.

It is interesting to emphasize the identical behavio
clearly observed from comparison between experime
curves and simulations. This fact validates the model
describing early stages of homoaggregation and heteroag
gation, when only dimers are growing.
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FIG. 5. Dimer formation rate constant. Heteroaggregation~d!,
homoaggregation of latex AM3~s!, and homoaggregation of late
MP3 ~L!.
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